
 

BUT NOW I LIVE ON A SORROWFUL PLANET  

 

 

    (‘But now I live on a sorrowful planet’  

Frida Kahlo)  

     

 

I should have worked as a porter in a remote hotel  

or at the night-desk of a dour metropolitan hospital  

I should have driven lorries before dawn down the  

    arteries of a weeping city  

I should have handled tube trains into stations like  

 squealing pigs  

I should have worked in a laundry or navvied it as  

    the foreman of a brickies’ troupe,  

I should have been a laughter-clown or trapezed my   

          life up your wide sistering streets.   

Ah, but for now I just live on a sorrowful planet !  

I should have got up before dawn and gone to the  

 mosque, to the women’s entrance,  

   being a woman,  

I should have portered in hospitals or given singing  

  lessons in Oncology,  

I should have run backwards up moorland meadows  

 and gone raving over the blackberry 

    hill,  

I should have closed my eyes in the face of oncoming 

  tides, in the face of the patinas of  

    ‘no’,  

I should have tautened my nerves on the rage of  

   exhausted ligaments,  

I should have belly-danced under g-nomes or taken  

    the cholesterol count of stem cells.       

I should have looked at myself in the eyes of a monkey,  

   in the eyes of a dog,  

I should have tied yellow ribbons on walnut branches,  

I should have let myself collapse in the apricot valleys  

   of the highest sierras –  

Ah, but I did none of these things, I painted the sun  

     as source of all energies, the rampant goddess 

 as swirl of life, the dog of my dreams,  

           the snake of all breath …  

 

 

 
 



 

THE VERB “TO BE” 

 

(i.m. Arshile Gorky)  

 

 

Sun, you dervish in the dancing tree  

that glints and points and slowly spins  

its fulcrum centred on the will to see.  

You are lucid like the panels of light  

and flow inside this archaic hall that  

language is : you break and scatter and  

in the rift, you create yourself anew.  

You are the sudden sea-song of starlings  

that bursts a tree at the shoreline edge.  

You are blue spruce on the rim of frost.  

You are a field of gauntly pecking swans  

and the first November snow that tricks  

the hill – cud of flower and cow’s bell.  

You are green, green on the inward lips  

of hot night and you are the colour opal  

in the human eye of the word. You are  

the lucid void between blue mountains   

and the eye that sees. You are the falcon  

that plunges down coiling gusts of need.  

You are my language, you are my speech  

and you are a million years old and you  

are silent, sun you circling spun dancer  

in the still centre of the body’s tree : sun 

you definition in the flesh of the child,  

        of the verb to be.  
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